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Minutes of Meeting held on 29th March 2019 

Present  Rev’d Robert Gordon, Mary Seaton, Gill Heard, Rod Hilton, William Zarrett and             
David Ricks 

Comments on Design  

 Kitchen/Servery. Dishwasher to be re-introduced. Freezer omitted, full height larder 
fridge to be installed. Storage accommodation to be checked when plans completed. 

 East End Dais. Plan shape as shown on drawing P.005D approved - straight 
diagonals. Detail of additional step, to halve step at new communion rail awaited. 
This might go across the whole church. It was proposed that the new removable 
communion rail should be made up of five separate parts with central section, facing 
the nave, removable independently to allow movement through. 

 Office/Meeting room. WZ to contact Blundell’s School archivist with regards to 
possible rehousing of the library at Blundell’s, as a first choice for a new home.  

Materials, colours, finishes and details 

 Timber. The meeting favoured the illustration with the slightly greyer, mid toned 
timber (the church with round tables) They felt that all the new joinery items should 
be of one family with similar details and finishes (except the children’s area) They 
liked the detailing of this joinery and requested a similar approach to this example – 
simple panelled doors and simple vertical planking on other surfaces. They felt the 
more distant view of this kitchen, with the chairs and tables shown, bore similarities 
to St Peter’s and maybe a similar grey stone flooring might be appropriate for St 
Peter’s. They felt the timber finish and flooring looked good and worked well together. 

 Porch. The meeting suggested a three sided glass box, with corner posts, similar to 
South Petherton. This will allow wide double doors facing north with solid glass sides 
east and west. Straightforward detailing without arched feature to top of glass. 
Manifestation to the glass might be sailing ships - a reference to St Peter and John 
Greenway. 

 A study of all the floor finishes is needed, old and new, to ensure there is an overall 
coherent approach, with the new and the remaining working together. It is assumed 
that all the necessary areas of new flooring will be in stone, with softer areas rolled 
out as rugs, or similar, as necessary. 

Other matters  

 Revised programme tabled and approved. The meeting suggested a revised budget 
estimate be requested at the end of the design process.  

 The meeting approved the use of B2’s standard Terms of Appointment, rather than 
the RIBA form.  

 The meeting felt that all the new chairs should be purchased all at one time, to avoid 
any possibility of discontinuation. This would be approximately 200 chairs. 
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